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Greetings and salutations for March!  The February has passed us by and we stand on the doorstep for spring 
and all the good fishing that comes with it.  I'm hearing rumors that some of the lakes up north are thawing 
out already and some expeditions have been made to catch fish.  Hopefully we'll get to hear about them soon.
    While February is gone it was a very good month.  We had a great outing to Dead Horse in which we had 
great weather and, from all reports, everyone caught fish and caught fish in numbers.  This is never a bad 
thing.  Hopefully some of our newer members got out on the water and put to good use all the things they 
learned in the Fly Fishing 101 classes.
    The International Sportsmens' Exposition happened recently and we had our usual booth very visible by 
the casting ponds.  Lots of new friends were made, old friends stopped by as well and a good time was had by 
all.  Thank you very much to all of the members, old and new, who stepped up to man the booth all four days.  
You were all very enthusiastic, approachable and represented the club in the best way possible.  As always, I 
am proud to be a member and it's because of all of you.
    Also in February, our Education classes continued with the start of the rod building class, Fly Fishing 101, 
part 2, and an intermediate fly-tying class.
     As good as February was, March promises to be just as good, if not better.  We have Taylor Streit of Colorado 
coming for a presentation at the March meeting, a stream side outing at the Salt River to be hosted by Bob 
Harrison and even more education, rod building and fly-tying classes.
    With the mild and glorious weather that March brings it should be a great month for fishing.  So get out 
there, get a line wet, catch some fish and bring back some memories you can share.
Have a good, safe month, I hope to see you out there and tight lines!
Mike

DFC MARCH 2011 PROGRAM...
Taylor Streit owns and operates the guide business Streit Fly Fishing which he operates out of Taos Fly 
Shop. He is in the Freshwater Fishing Hall of Fame as a Legendary Guide and has written three fly fishing 
books. He conducts various schools each spring and guides out of Chama NM from mid June to the end of 
July and does ½ day instructional guide trips out of Taos. Taylor will be doing a presentation about fishing 
around Taos, NM.   Come join all of your DFC Trout Bums for an informative evening...See yo at the club meeting!

After fighting what was probably a large Trigger for 25 minutes, my 8 weight broke.  Once the 
fish was on the reel instead of the rod, my top fly hook straightened out and let the bottom 
fly with the fish escape.  So, here is a picture of the fly instead of the fish.

...From Vince Deadmond's Tackle Box
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A Split Bamboo Fly Rod, 
Which One’s Right for You?
By Ron Barch

     A lot of serious fly casters have dreamt, “Some day I’m gonna have a rod just like that.”  That rod of course 
is made of split bamboo.  So when the day arrives for Mr. or Ms. Angler to acquire a split bamboo fly rod, 
how does he or she make a wise choice?  My advice is to consider two things before making that long awaited 
purchase: first, who made the rod and what rod action or taper design will fit a person’s style of fishing.
     When shopping for a split bamboo rod the newcomer basically has three options in terms of who made 
the rod.  The first choice is one of the classics made by an “Old Master.”  Second, is a vintage production rod 
manufactured by skilled workers and third a modern split cane fly rod crafted by a contemporary profes-
sional or semi-professional rodmaker.  The list of classic rodmakers, the “Old Masters,” includes names like 
Leonard, Payne, Edwards, Young, Dickerson, Powell, Gillum, and Garrison.  Rods carrying these signatures 
are expensive but well worth the investment both as fishing tools and for resale.  Expect prices for an old clas-
sic to start at around a thousand dollars with prices skyrocketing for rare or collector rods!  Less costly, but 
in many cases equally satisfying and functional, are older production rods from companies such as Heddon, 
Montague, Granger, Wright/McGill, Phillipson, South Bend, Orvis, Horrocks/Ibbotson, and others.  Many 
of the production rods were longer and heavier than classics but when used in the right conditions, lakes and 
large rivers, proved quite acceptable.  In classic and production rods, length and line weight will determine 
price; usually the shorter the rod the higher the price.  Reliable information on older split bamboo fly rods 
can be found in Classic Rods and Rod Makers, Martin Keane, 1976, Trout Tackle Two, Ernest Schwiebert, 
1984 and Bamboo Rod Restoration Handbook, Michael Sinclair, 1994.  Also worth taking a look at are Split-
ting Cane by Ed Engle and The Best of The Planing Form, Volume One, Defining The Magic of Split Bamboo, 
Ron Barch, 1997.
     The best news for today’s angler interested in acquiring a split bamboo fly rod is the increasing number 
of highly skilled contemporary bamboo rodmakers.  Currently throughout North America, Europe, and 
Japan, modern rod makers are producing split bamboo rods that equal or surpass the work of earlier arti-
sans.  Modern methods and materials enable contemporary craftsmen to offer an excellent product with the 
selection getting larger each year.  If you choose to purchase a rod from a contemporary craftsman request 
references, test cast his rods, and get to know the rodmaker’s thoughts on construction methods and rod de-
sign.  Expect to pay from $700 (2 pc/single tip) to $1500 but prices can exceed $2400 for select split bamboo 
rods.  Increased costs are due to cosmetic refinements and specialized techniques such as fluting, hollowing, 
quadrate and nodeless construction.  
     During the 1990’s a renaissance of split bamboo rodmaking occurred resulting in dozens of talented 
craftsmen setting up shop.  Even though the number of qualified rodmakers is on the rise, like any other pur-
chase “buyer beware” remains solid advice.  Slick varnish and bright reel seats can mask a cane rod’s reason 
for existence, which is to cast a line in a pleasing and efficient manner.  If a rodmaker can’t or won’t provide 
references and an opportunity to cast his rods, I’d look elsewhere.  I use this rule of thumb when testing a 
cane fly rod: A good cane rod, whether a plain Jane or exquisite magic wand, is fun to cast.
     Once the angler has decided on a price range, good pre-owned rods can be priced as reasonably as $300 
to $400, and to a rodmaker, the next important decision is rod action and length.  Rod length is easier to 
deal with than taper design so let’s begin there.  Split bamboo rods excel in lengths from 6-8 feet.  For small 
stream work choose a 7 foot, 4 weight. For larger rivers and lakes an 8ft 6wt is hard to beat.  The 7ft 6-inch 
5wt. is a good compromise and the epitome of an all around classic cane rod.  My own personal favorites are 
rods designed by Young, Payne and Garrison.  The designs for these rods are readily available to the modern 
craftsman and can be reproduced by experienced rod maker. 
     The casting action of a rod is determined by the way the blank tapers from tip to butt.  Taper styles can 
be divided into two basic designs, progressive and compound.  A rod whose taper measurements increase 
uniformly from tip to butt is considered a linear or progressive action.  Measurements across two opposite 
flats would increase or decrease at a constant rate, for example:  .062 .070 .078 (an increase of .008 of an inch 
at each station).  On the other hand, a taper in which there is less change in measurements across the flats 
in the midsection of the rod is termed a compound taper.  Compound tapers can be divided into parabolic 
and semi-parabolic configurations.  For the most part modern designs are derived from the compound taper 
family.
     Progressive or compound, which rod action is for you?  If your style of casting is methodical and delib-
erate, then a progressive taper would be a good choice.  Classic rods designed by Powell and Winston fall 
into this category.  Conversely, the angler who prefers fast action, quick tips, and versatility should opt for 
a compound tapered fly rod.  Payne, Young and Garrison are examples of compound tapered rod designs.  
Another way to look at rod tapers and actions is to consider the activities the rod will be used for.  Down and 
across streamer fishing for salmon and steelhead, bass bugging, or a leisurely wade prospecting a favorite 
stream are good reasons to select a progressive taper.  If the angler spends most of his time pursuing trout 
using an upstream, traditional dry fly approach, then I’d recommend one of the compound tapers.  Rods 
designed by Everett Garrison fall somewhere in the middle and would be an excellent choice for a person’s 
first cane rod. Garrison’s designs are available in lengths 6’9” to heavy duty salmon models. Remember: a 
methodical and deliberate casting style, choose a progressively tapered rod and for fast action and versatility 
a compound taper is recommended.
     A competent rodmaker should be able to intelligently discuss design subtleties and make a rod from either 
family.  Just making a pretty cane rod does not earn one the title of rodmaker.  When selecting a split bamboo 
fly rod, begin with taper design and action. Remember:  function before form.

I need to clear up an item from last month and 
the neat time I had at the picnic and casting 
games. Due to some of the odd working sched-
ules I have as a musician here in the Valley, I just 
don't get around like I think I should to enjoy 
one of my loves- fly fishing. It was Cinda How-
ard who called me and asked where I'd been 
recently and if I would like to come out and 
enjoy a Saturday with all the rest of the DFC 
Trout Bums. And, as it was, I was the dude at 
the casting games with the bamboo rod. Thank 
you Cinda for nudging me, I really enjoyed the 
day. Also, I neglected to thank you for all the 
work you did in getting the park and organizing 
things like you do. I appreciate all of the hours 
you spent with this outing.
     Now...Let me rattle on. Many of the Trout 
Bums that day wanted to try my bamboo rod 
and wanted to know more about bamboo. 
That particular rod was built for me is by my 
Michigan trout fishing buddy, Ron Barch. Ron 
builds some of the finest bamboo rods I've ever 
seen and experienced fishing. Ron and I have 
co-authored 2 books on bamboo rods. "Best of 
the Planing Form (vol. 1 & 2)." One of our books 
is in its 4th printing and both have world wide 
readership. That same rod I had at the casting 
games is one I've fished on Lee's Ferry and have 
landed, on a good day, both a 23 and a 26 inch 
trout. I realize that a fly fishing tool such as bam-
boo will not cast across the floor at the Phoenix 
Stadium, but it's a real joy to work on a stream in 
a casual relxed way while stalking a nice trout.
      With the few of our Trout Bums asking ques-
tions about this rod I contacted Ron Barch and 
the accompanying article on this page was 
one that Ron suggested...and I hope you like it. 
I'm sure it will answer some of your questions 
about a bamboo rod. If you want to contact Ron 
Barch with any other questions regarding bam-
boo drop him a line at: aldercreek@core.com
     I plan on dropping in another article of Ron's, 
all about bamboo, when space permits. Ron is 
an excellent writer and is respected in the jour-
nals of our sport world wide.
Side Note...
I own 4 bamboo rods, all of which are different in feel and 
character when casting. One of the crafters of my bamboo 
arsenal includes past DFC  Trout Bum member, Jim Harris. 
Each rod has its own story and is a pure joy to fish.

R. McKeon, DFC Newsletter Editor and 
Graphic Guru...and Bamboo Rod Bum
rmckeon2@cox.net

For Ron's bamboo rod info go to: http://www.aldercreekrods.com/
Books: Best of The Planing Form visit: http://www.aldercreekpublishing.com

Editor's Ramblings...
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Fly Rod 
Cleaning 
Made Easy
By Joe Evans, 
Taken from 
www.flyanglersonline.com

Keeping a fly rod 
clean and nice-look-

ing is not a difficult task, nor does it take a lot of 
time. Yet, it is a job that most anglers tend to avoid, 
if they do it at all. They clean their fly lines and reels 
and other items of equipment fairly regularly, but 
for some reason they often seem to neglect their 
rods. With the cost of good fly rods skyrocketing, 
it only makes good sense to keep them clean and 
in top condition.
Cleaning the Cork Grip
The cork grip on a fly rod generally needs the most 
attention, because it can really become dirty over 
time. Just the natural body oil from our hands can 
cause a grip to become soiled rather quickly. And 
add to that, fish slime, floatants, sunscreen, and 
numerous other items that often come in contact 
with our hands while fishing, which can build up 
layers of dirt and grime. I have tried several differ-
ent types of soaps and mild chemicals to clean cork 
grips, including dish detergent, tooth paste, alco-
hol, hand soap, household bleach, spray cleaners, 
and several other things. Most of these work pretty 
well, but the one I like the best is liquid household 
cleanser. One such product is "Soft Scrub Cleanser 
with Bleach." It not only cleans a soiled grip quickly 
and effectively, but it helps to bleach-out any dark 
blemishes in the cork, as well as lighten the cork 
back to its original color. Having used this product 
for many years, I can attest to the fact that it does 
not harm the grip in any way when properly used. 
Here's how it's done:
    First, assemble all the items you will be using, in-
cluding the rod, the cleanser, a sponge or old wash 
cloth, and a clean, dry towel. Also, have something 
to protect your clothing from any splashes of the 
bleach containing cleanser. Any drops that get onto 
your clothing will have a permanent bleaching ef-
fect that will end up as a white spot.

    Work at the kitchen sink with a small stream of 
warm running water. Wet the grip under the tap, 
apply a quarter-size blob of cleanser to your damp-
ened sponge or wash cloth (be sure to shake the bot-
tle of cleanser well before using), and scrub-down 
the cork grip. Scrub the cork thoroughly, starting at 
one end of the grip and working towards the other 
end. As you work, avoid rubbing the metal hard-
ware and wood spacer on the reel seat, as well as the 
finish on the blank. Scrubbing those shiny surfaces 
can cause light permanent scratches, so keep the 
cleanser off those parts as you work.
    After the grip has been thoroughly cleaned, wash 
it off under the stream of running water, rubbing 
it well with your fingers to remove all traces of the 
cleanser. Then dry the grip and with a soft clean 
terry cloth towel and set it aside to dry thoroughly 
before putting it back into its case. When dry, the 
grip will be clean and look almost new again.
Cleaning the Rod Blank
The most effective way that I have found for clean-
ing the rod blank is by using another common 
household product called "Pledge Furniture Polish" 
in the aerosol spray can. Other brands will likely 
work equally as well. This product removes dirt, 
grime, dried-on bits of algae, water spots, greasy 
smudges, etc., from the rod quickly and easily, and 
it leaves the rod looking clean and polished. Here's 
how to use it:
   First, shake the can well before using, as directed 
on the label. Working with one rod section at a 
time, rotate (spin) the section between your thumb 
and fingers while you lightly spray a mist over the 
entire surface. Next, use a clean, dry terry cloth 
towel to wipe-down and polish the entire section 
until all the spray residue has been wiped off and a 
clean shine appears on the rod. Work a small corner 
of the toweling under and around the guides until 
you can see that every part of the surface has been 
cleaned. If you have difficulty getting under the 
guides, use a clean Q-Tipto do those parts. Repeat 
the procedure for each rod section until you have 
cleaned and polished the entire rod. This type of 
product not only cleans the rod quickly, but it also 
leaves a light, protective wax-like film on the finish 
that helps to repel further soiling. It works well on 
all types of rods, including graphite and bamboo.

Note: Most anglers tend to overlook the condition 
of the guides on their rods. Guides can and do wear 
out; particularly those on rods that are used a great 
deal. Because of this, it is a good practice to inspect 
the guides carefully at least once a year. And a good 
time to do it is when you are cleaning the rod. This 
is easiest done under the illumination of a bright 
light, where you can look for signs of wear or groov-
ing, which can cause premature line abrasion and 
early failure of the line.
   To find worn places that are not readily visible 
to the eye, pass a gathered section of an old nylon 
stocking (women's pantyhose works very well) 
through each guide. If the material tends to "stick" 
to the guide, it is a good indication that wear has 
occurred. If this is the case, the guides should be 
replaced. Normally, if one guide is worn, the rest 
will be worn as well. Have them replaced as a set.
Cleaning the Reel Seat and Hardware
The same method used for cleaning the blank 
(described above) is also used to clean wooden or 
metal reel seat spacers and the associated nickel-
silver hardware. When cleaning these smaller sur-
faces, however, it usually works best to spray a small 
amount of the polish onto a soft, clean cloth, then 
rub the surfaces to be cleaned. Finish the job by 
polishing with a clean portion of the cloth until the 
surfaces are dry and shinny.
Cleaning and Lubricating Glass 
and Graphite Ferrules
Take time after every two or three fishing excur-
sions to clean and lubricate the ferrules of your 
rods. This will help the sections seat together more 
smoothly and precisely and -- more importantly -- 
it will prevent the sections from sticking together. 
Many an angler has finished his day of fishing, only 
to find that he can't get his rod sections apart. A reg-
ular practice of cleaning and lubricating the ferrules 
will prevent this annoying problem from occurring.
    To clean the female portion of the ferrule (the 
one with the open end), use a Q-Tip saturated with 
plain rubbing alcohol. Rub the inside surface thor-
oughly, around the entire inside circumference, 
then use a clean swab to wipe off any dirt or old 
wax residue.

CONSERVATION-2011
Notes from Bob Harrison's desk...

Harrn7963@aol.com

I have received several requests to send emails, mail or call government representatives on various conservation issues in the past month. Over the years with the 
club, we have left involvement to the members. This is partly due to regulations related to maintaining nonprofit status and individuals are entitled to 
their opinions. 
Examples of the notices in recent weeks include a request to send letters on the Pebble Creek mine in the Bristol Bay area of Alaska and recent federal 
budget cut recommendations affecting grants and conservation projects, 
    Do you already get information on the various conservations issues?   •   Are you interested in getting copies of the email notices that are sent to board 
members?
    We can set up an email address list to send these on but only if you would like it and ask for it. 
    If you would like more of this information, add a note on the membership renewal that you would like to be added to conservation action list. Or you 
can see me at the meeting with name and or email. I will start forwarding the requests and notices I receive to those that ask. 
    Your opinion and the action you take are your own. There are statistics used to equate number of telephone calls, letters, form letters, emails to con-
stituents. Messages sent in your own words are considered to represent a more significant number than a signed form letter or forwarding an email. 
    For those that would like to see more on their own, I recommend checking the Conservation pages at our parent affiliate the Federation of Fly Fishers 
http://www.fedflyfishers.org or Trout Unlimited (www.tu.org ).  
Contact numbers for your representative and senate are below if you decide a topic is worthy of adding individual opinion to it. 
Representative Gosar (R - 01) 202-225-2315   •    Representative Franks (R - 02) 202-225-4576   •   Representative Quayle (R - 03) 202-225-3361
Representative Pastor (D - 04) 202-225-4065   •   Representative Schweikert (R - 05) 202-225-2190   •  Representative Flake (R - 06) 202-225-2635
Representative Grijalva (D - 07) 202-225-2435   •   Representative Giffords (D - 08) 202-225-2542
Senator McCain (R- AZ) 202-224-2235   •   Senator Kyl (R- AZ) 202-224-4521

...Charlie's Corner continued on page 6
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Donna and I arrived on Thursday to perfect weather and were soon joined 
by six retired Navy guys.  About the time Dick Murphy had redesigned his 
and Carl’s rented trailer the Air Force landed in their big craft.  Charley 
and his neat friend Jill needed a longer runway to park her big RV. 
     By Friday noon we had almost all of our reserved sites filled with 
anglers ready to catch fish.  It was great to see new members arrive with 
brand new tents and gear. Everybody got set up and we fished the third 
lake.  There were tons of new trout and everybody was catching some.  
Carl found a school in the back corner and caught them all.  Even our 
youngest and most gifted angler gave up his spin gear and caught some 
on fly.  
     Saturday morning everyone was up early with coffee and ready to go.  
A special thanks to Gerry Wiemelt and Bob Harrison for their generous 
help with our less experienced members.  Everybody was on the water 
by 10:00, many with borrowed boats and waders.  The fishing was ter-
rific.  It was amazing to see about ten pontoons in a big circle with the 
fish schooling and boiling in the middle.  Experienced and novice anglers 
both caught fish and I’m certain the new people profited greatly from the 
close fishing with good guys like Charlie, Jeff, Gerry and Bob.  
     Dinner was at 5:00pm and the whole gang was hungry.  Thanks to Rick 
for bringing the tremendous fried rice and Jon for his wife’s corn muffins. 
Also thanks to everyone else for the delicious desserts. Donna wants to 
apologize for eating all of the brownies brought by Dick Brooks before 
anybody else could get near them.
    The evening ended with twenty-eight friends in a huge circle around a 
tremendous fire with as many stories as stars overhead.  It was a good day.
    If you missed the outing I’m sorry you missed a truly grand time.  Do 
consider Dead Horse State Park sometime in the future.  It is convenient 
to the Valley, the rest rooms are heated and the fish are biting. 
Questions and other thoughts?  E-mail me at: donmorgan@cox.net

Dead Horse was a blast. . . .
Follow-up notes from Don Morgan
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Are you ready for a fishing adventure? Perhaps you have tied some flies for 
an upcoming trip, looked at the new gear in the fly fishing catalogs, or even 
booked a once in a lifetime fishing trip at the ISE show (International Sports-
man's Exposition). Have you been fishing this year? Do you have your new 
fishing license? How is that resolution, to fish more this year working? When I 
was a kid, a popular taunt when something was obvious, and you wanted your 
buddy to get on with it, you would say, “What do you want an ice cream cone 
and a pony ride?” We are lucky in Arizona to be able to fish year-round, and I 
have managed to fish some local lakes, the Lower Salt River, and have had a day 
trip or two to the Rim. I have continued to fish Mexico and already have several 
successful fishing trips to Puerto Penasco. If you have not been fishing yet this 
year, I would like to encourage you to go fish. Even if you have some big travel 
trips planned, fishing locally will keep your fishing skills sharp and your cast-
ing arm in shape. What are you waiting for, an ice cream cone and a pony ride?
Many fishing tales originate in Puerto Penasco, Mexico. If you have ever fished 
there you probably have caught Cabrilla or Rock Bass. Usually you can catch 
many of these small hard fighting fish on the fly rod. After catching hundreds 
of Cabrilla, I am still impressed with how an eight inch fish can bend your eight 
weight fly rod. Recently I launched my pontoon boat from the Playa De Oro 
RV Park ramp on Mirador Beach. I rode the tide towards the Vina Del Mar 
Hotel in hopes of finding some Pompano along the rocky shore line. When it 
happens, catching Pompano with poppers is really a good time. The Pompano 
didn't want to play, so I moved into some deeper water. While I did catch a 
large number of small fish 6-8 inch, I found a spot that held some larger 12-14 
inch fish. The larger Cabrilla fight like a Trigger, they just don't want to come 
to the boat. Speaking of Trigger I had a battle with a large one, for 25 minutes. 
Eventually I broke the 8 weight rod, and lost the fish when the hook straight-
ened out, but every fisherman has a fish that got away story. I was just hoping 
it wouldn't happen to me, again.
     Rocky Point fishing during the winter and spring can be great, but you can 
have some wind and storms. After my good day of fishing, the next day was too 
windy for me. It was not so bad you could not launch your boat, without fear 
of being dumped on your head, but you would be fighting the wind the whole 
time. While on the beach I read my book, and talked to folks from the RV Park 
about good places to eat and other things to do around town. This has always 
been a plus for me, if it's too windy to fish, there are other things to do. I was 
talking to a family when a vendor on the beach came by with a pony to ride.        
The young man seemed to enjoy his ride and his mom and grandmother were 
glad that I had my camera along. Later I enjoyed dinner out, and an ice cream 
cone at the Thrifty Ice Cream Shop for dessert. I got some good fishing, some 
time on the beach, an ice cream cone, and enjoyed someone getting the pony 
ride, not a bad fishing trip.
      People always ask if it is safe to go to Mexico. The local media like to lay any-
thing bad that happens in all of Mexico at the doorstep of Puerto Penasco. That 
would be like taking all of the bad things that happen west of the Mississippi 
and piling it on Phoenix or Tucson. Most Americans living in Rocky Point feel 
safer there than traveling back to Phoenix or Tuscon. I feel safe in Rocky Point 
and plan to fish it again.
     Visit Rocky Point before it's gone. Some landmark places that have been 
successful for years, have had to close their doors during this tough economy. 
      Manny's Beach Club is closed and for sale, the Oasis is closed, and some of 
your other favorite places may be closed as well. Again, not everything is bad 
news, the building is up for the new Walmart on the edge of town, and several 
new restaurants have just opened. My advice, go to Mexico, enjoy, fish, have a 
good time, you can even have an ice cream cone and a pony ride on the beach.
Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy can be reached at Best Hard-
ware 237 N Apache Trail Apache Junction, AZ, vince@ajbest.com and at 480 
982 7461.

ICE CREAM CONE
  & 
A PONY RIDE

by Vince Deadmond
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The 2011 White Mountains Extravaganza, June 17th through 19th
Time to start planning for that fabulous Annual White Mountains Trip.  We’ve reserved the Winn Campground Group 
Sites, Apache Sitgraves National Forest, with room for everybody’s campers, RV’s and tents.  We’ll have great fishing in 
both streams like the  Black River and lakes like Lee Valley reservoir and Big Lake in the national forest; and like Pacheta, 
Drift Fence, Horseshoe Cienega,  and even Christmas Tree on The White Mountain Apache reservation.  All nearby, 
or just a short drive away.  Saturday night will feature Mark Lucht’s traditional Crawdad boil and the soon to be world 
famous“All in One Pot” Chili on Saturday night, and lots of great campfire socializing.
Watch for more details in the April and May Newsletters.  There’ll be a June 8th DFC Meeting with presentations on the 
fishing opportunities, techniques, equipment, and Flies, and sign-up sheets at the meetings starting in March.
Host:  Joe Miller, jam@prairietriz.com

MARK
YOUR

CALENDAR!

   Clean the male portion of the ferrule with a soft 
cloth moistened with rubbing alcohol. Rub the male 
slide well to remove any dirt or old wax from the 
surface. Finish by drying the ferrule with a clean, 
soft cloth. After the alcohol has dried, apply a light 
coating of white candle wax to the entire surface of 
the male ferrule.
Cleaning and Lubricating Metal Ferrules
The basic care and maintenance of most quality 
metal ferrules requires simply keeping them clean. 
Most of the time this is easily accomplished by sim-
ply wiping off the male slide regularly with a soft 
clean cloth. The female portion can be cleaned with 
a clean, dry Q-Tip. If the ferrules occasionally seem 
to need a more thorough cleaning, alcohol can be 
used, as described above for graphite ferrules.

    Metal ferrules should be joined and separated 
with a straight pull only. Do not "twist on" and 
"twist off " as you do with graphite ferrules. When 
joining the sections, the male portion of the ferrule 
should be seated completely into the female tube. 
Occasionally, some metal ferrules may require some 
light lubrication to keep them working smoothly. If 
you feel this is needed, apply a very scant film of 
silicone grease or other suitable lubricant, or wipe 
the male slide lightly with a good quality machine 
oil. Very little should be applied and it should be 
removed and reapplied on a regular basis to prevent 
dirt from accumulating in or on the ferrules.
Caution: Do not use the oil from the side of your 
nose to lubricate metal ferrules! Body oil is not a 
suitable lubricant for fine quality ferrules. It can be 

corrosive to some metals and it almost always con-
tains dirt from the skin, which can cause premature 
wear on the ferrules.
.....Review
Keeping your fly rods clean and in good repair 
requires only a small amount of regular care and 
maintenance. It will not only keep them nice look-
ing, but it will also help to protect your expensive 
investments should you ever decide to sell or trade 
them. Keep your rods inside their protective bags 
and cases when not in use, and take reasonable care 
with them to prevent accidental breakage. If you do 
this, your rods will last longer and give you greater 
service and satisfaction for many years to come. ~ 
JE

Charlie's Corner...

Hosted Outing Site:  Lower Salt River – Blue Point Bridge 
Date(s): March 12 8:30 a.m. to ~12:00 
Fees: $6/day Tonto Pass, Get the pass before leaving town
Hosted Outing Leader(s): Bob Harrison   •   Phone: 480-735-9743   •   Email: harrn7963@aol.com
Meeting Time: 8:30 a.m. for rigging  ~10:00 casting, dead drift, mending  
Meeting Location: Blue Point Bridge – down stream side Max. # Attendees: No Limit – members guests welcome
Directions: from West or South - US 60 east to Power Road. North on Power Road to Blue Point Bridge – Left after crossing bridge
From north – Beeline Highway to Saguaro turn off. South on Bush Highway to Blue Point Bridge. Right before crossing bridge. 
Website(s) http://www.azgfd.gov/h_f/FishingLocationsMap.shtml  
Fish: Trout, Bass, Carp 
Fishing strategy: Demonstrate dead drift, mending, and down & across. 
Tackle:
   Rod Wt(s)- Any combination you have. Lighter weight is better as long as wind is low. 
   Line- Floating line
   Leader- 7 1/5 foot 4X or 5X for catching fish or 1X for casting practice  
   Tippet- Same as leader and one size smaller. 
   Other- Nippers, Hemostats, floatant, strike indicators 
Flies & Patterns: Wooly buggers, light colored caddis nymphs, PT Nymph, Hare’s Ear, Olive damsel nymph, Adams, Caddis
Hook sizes: Sizes 12 to 16.  
Other gear: Waders, Boots unless you want to go wet  • Hat, sun gloves, Sun screen • Polarized sunglasses • Anything else you want help with using.
Comments / Updates: Grill will be available to cook hot dogs and hamburgers after the class.

Salt River Streamside class Hosted Outing •  March 12, 2011





Desert Fly Casters
PO Box 42252
Mesa, AZ 85274-2252

MAIL TO: ☛

See ya at the club Meeting

March 9, 2011

OUTINGS- 2011
Mike Yavello- President

Joe Staller-Vice President
Mark Lucht- Treasurer

Dave Hwang 
(Back-up: Larry Kivela)- Secretary

Outings- Darin Taverna

Programs- OPEN
Library

Gentry Smith
Retail - Larry Kivela

Membership- Dave Weaver
(Also- Newsletter distribution)

Education 
John Mayer & Charlie Rosser
Conservation- Bob Harrison

TU/FFF Liaison- Bob Harrison
Videos & Books- Gentry Smith

 
Raffles- Don Morgan 

Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru 
Robert McKeon

Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor

 
Member at Large- Doc Nickel 

Web Address Site
http://www.desertflycasters.com 

2011 DESERT FLY C ASTERS
BOARD OF DIREC TORS

New! May Club Outing – Mogollon Rim
 Dates: Thursday May 19 - Sunday May 22

      Hosts:  
                       Tom Horvath                                                                     Gentry Smith     
       mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com                                   design@gentrysmith.com
            Mobile: (602) 768-7280                                                        Mobile: (480) 213-0372     

Cost: $12 per night, per car (Please pay Tom or Gentry) 

Salt River Streamside class 
Hosted Outing •  March 12, 2011
Host: Bob Harrison   •   Phone: 480-735-9743     

Email: harrn7963@aol.com

2011 White Mountains Extravaganza
June 17th through 19th- 2011

Host:  Joe Miller at:  jam@prairietriz.com


